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Introduction 

In our phallocentric world, popular belief considers masculinity to be a biological effect of being  

stamped ‘XY’ at birth due to having a penis as genitalia, rather than masculinity being an after effect  

of biological sex ; ‘the idea that masculinity “just is”, whereas femininity reeks of the artificial.’ 
1
  

This apparently ‘unbreakable’, culturally solidified link between that of the penis owning human  

solely bearing the rights to masculinity is of course mythic and a major cause of female oppression. In  

this essay I will study Campbell X’s queer film Stud Life (2012), with focus on the masculine female  

character of JJ, a black lesbian stud from east london. I will anaylze JJ’s female masculinity in close  

conjunction with theory from both Judith Halberstam and Judith Butler, analysing how the character  

of JJ successfully embodies masculinity on her apparently ‘castrated’
2
 (non-biological penis owning)  

female body. And how JJ’s female masculinity helps to deconstruct the hegemonic regime of  

damaging male heterosexual masculinity. I will focus on the idea of JJ having several ‘Lesbian  

Phallus’s’
3
, both literal and phantasmatic

4
 in order to prove that JJ can be, according to Freud,  

biologically ‘castrated’ (i.e female bodied) and still have a masculinity that exists ‘on parallel plains’
5
  

to the dominant mode of male masculinity. I will also focus on how JJ’s female masculinity is framed  

with camera angles and dialogue, comparing JJ’s masculinity with the masculinity of the male-bodied  

characters.  

 

JJ’s lesbian phalluses 

 

   Judith Butler’s influential essay ‘The Lesbian Phallus and the Morphological Imaginary’ argues  

against theories of ‘penis envy’ and ‘castration’ postulated by Freud and demonstrates how anyone of  

any sex can indeed have the phallus, as it is phantasmatic and not necessarily a real life flesh and  

                                                           
1
 Halberstam, Judith, ‘Female Masculinity’ (United States: Duke University Press, 1998), 234 

2
  Freud, Sigmund ‘Sexuality and the psychology of love: Female Sexuality, 1931’ (New York: Simon and 

Schuster Inc. 1963) 
3
 Butler, Judith, ‘The Lesbian Phallus and the Morphological Imaginary, 1993’ in ‘The Judith Butler Reader’, ed. 

by Sarah Salih with Judith Butler (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2004) 
4
 Butler, Heather ‘What Do You Call A Lesbian with Long Fingers? The Development of Lesbian and Dyke 

Pornography’ in ‘Porn Studies’, ed. By Linda Williams (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2004) 183 
5
 Halberstam, 32 
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blood organ. She argues that the penis and the phallus are not the same; the phallus can be  

“symbolized by an arm, a tongue, a hand (or two), a knee, a thigh, a pelvic bone, an array of  

purposefully instrumentalized body-like things.”
6
. For the purpose of this analysis, I will  

take Butler’s ‘Lesbian Phallus’ and apply it to the different ways Stud Life’s character JJ is shown to  

have, and use the/her Lesbian Phalluses via the story line, camera techniques and classic theatrical  

Brechtian techniques such as the breaking of the ‘4th wall’. The use of the Lesbian Phallus in Stud  

Life is interesting as JJ is shown to have both ‘phantamastic’ and literal objects that could be coined as  

her Lesbian Phalluses.  The phantamastic portrayal of the Lesbian Phallus proves that the phallus  

isn’t just a literal physical object, it is also a “consciousness” that is in “some sense beyond the  

body.”
7
 The masculine female transcends her female body and expresses masculinity, and thus she  

takes ownership of what was once considered only male; the phallus.  

 

 Heather Butler extended on Judith Butlers Lesbian Phallus Essay; according to Heather Butler the  

phallus also differs to the penis as it is a ‘detachable, performative, even phantasmatic object that  

nobody owns and that everybody can play with, wear, or discard.’
8
 The Phallus, or the ‘Lesbian  

Phallus’ can therefore be anything anyone wants it to be as it is ‘phantasmatic’. For the sake of  

differentiating between penis and phallus, lets briefly read the lesbian phallus specifically as a dildo;  

Heather Butler states specifically that the dildo (one of the many choices of lesbian phallus’s) differs  

to the penis primarily in its main function “the dildo functions as a pleasure-giver, not a pleasure  

seeker.”
9
 Grounding the difference between dildo (lesbian phallus) and penis Heater Butler goes  

on; 

 

“Unlike its male “counterpart,” the dildo does not ejaculate, does not lose its erection, can come in  

most any size, colour, and even shape, and, most important, the dildo is detachable.”
10

 

                                                           
6
 Butler, Judith, 170 

7
 Butler, Judith, ‘Variations on Sex and Gender: Beauvoir, Wittig, Foucault, 1987’ in ‘The Judith Butler Reader’, 

ed. by Sarah Salih with Judith Butler (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2004) 24 
8
 Butler, Heather ‘What Do You Call A Lesbian with Long Fingers? The Development of Lesbian and Dyke 

Pornography’ in ‘Porn Studies’, ed. By Linda Williams (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2004) 183 
9
 Butler. H, 183 

10
 Ibid 
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 Here, the dildo being ‘detachable’ is the ‘most important’ distinction, consequently if the ‘most  

important’ factor be that the dildo is detachable and penis is not, this would suggest that masculine  

females are not 'bad copies of men’
11

, rather, female masculinity is just an ‘alternative’ form of  

masculinity from the dominant mode. Here, Butler states that the dildo wearer has little or no desire to  

continue wearing the dildo after sex play, suggesting the dildo wearer doesn’t desire a real life penis,  

therefore meaning she doesn’t need or want a ‘bio cock’
12

 (a term JJ uses in Stud Life, slang for  

biological cock) to be masculine in everyday life. From the statement above, it seems a ‘bio cock’  

would be little or no use to the dildo wearer; the dildo has many of the same positives that the penis  

has (reproduction aside); the dildo has the glory of the penis (staying hard and giving pleasure)  

but the dildo doesn’t have the same negatives of the penis (ejaculating prematurely, becoming flaccid,  

pleasure seeking). The lesbian can choose whether or not she wants a ‘phallus’, how and when to use  

that ‘phallus’ and what ‘size, colour, and even shape’
13

 the phallus of her desire is, for both the giver  

and receiver.  

 

 The beauty of the removable phallus is shown in a montage sequence in Stud Life early on in the  

film; the audience is shown what appears to be JJ’s groin after ‘packing’ her jeans before a night out,  

the camera fragments her groin area from the rest of her body and we see her hands grab her ‘lesbian  

phallus’; adjusting her phallus in her jeans just as a male would (see fig 1). One assumes that the main  

reason JJ is 'packing' (putting a dildo in her pants) is in case a 'femme' catches JJ’s eye; JJ can  

therefore use her lesbian Phallus/dildo to penetrate and ‘give pleasure’
14

 to a femme.  JJ’s act of  

'packing' (attaching the dildo as she pleases) reinforces her control; the dildo only aids her sexuality  

when she wants it too. By attaching and reattaching her dildo to herself, JJ demonstrates how easily  

‘transferable’
15

 the phallus is; JJ picks to wear her 'dyke Dick' at her own convenience, she  

doesn’t have to worry about her dyke dick going flaccid or erecting at inappropriate moments. JJ has  

                                                           
11

 Halberstam, 124 
12

 Stud Life, directed by Campbell X, 2012 
13

 Butler. H, 183 
14

 Butler. H, 183 
15

 Butler. J, The Lesbian Phallus and and the Morphological Imaginary, 170 
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total control over her sexuality, the power to have an erect phallus, or not, is totally hers; proving that  

the ‘dildo wearing masculine female’ has access to more sexual power than the masculine male; the  

hardness of the shaft is at the masculine females power, but not always at the males; 

 

In a sense, the simultaneous acts of deprivileging the phallus and removing it from the normative  

heterosexual form of exchange, and recirculating and reprivileging it between women deploys the  

phallus to break the signifying chain in which it conventially operates […] The phantastmatic status  

of “having” is redelineated, rendered transferable, substitutable, plastic; and the eroticism produced  

within such an exchange depends on the displacement from traditional masculinist contexts as well as  

the critical redeployment of its central figures of power.
16

 

  

 The act of ‘deprivileging the phallus’ and ‘reprivileging it between women’ is further present in  

conversations between JJ and her gay male best friend, Seb. In a conversation regarding JJ’s new love  

interest, Elle (ironically translating as ‘she’ in French), Seb tells JJ to “Make sure you’re thinking with  

your head this time and not your dick”. In this sentence, Seb is ‘reprivileging’ the phallus ‘between  

women’ by giving JJ a typically regarded male body part, a ‘dick’. Also, by telling JJ to ‘think’ with  

her head, and not her ‘dick’, Seb is suggesting that JJ’s ‘lesbian phallus’ has a mind of its own. Seb  

verbally gives a ‘phantamastic’ object its own mind (assuming JJ hasn’t packed on this occasion) and  

reprivlidges and redistributes the phallus onto a female body;  in this case Seb isn’t referring to JJ’s  

packed dildo, Seb is referring to JJ’s masculine brain. The phallus in this sequence is a reference to  

JJ’s primitive masculine sexuality, rather than a literal ‘dick’ in her pants. The lesbian phallus here is  

phantamastic, a masculinized sexual “consciousness” that is in “some sense beyond the body.”
17

 JJ’s  

masculinity doesn’t just transcend her own female body, her masculinization is so strong that others  

can sense it and feel it without having to see any literal male organ. In one sentence said by a male  

character, JJ has been given immediate ‘phallic power’
18

, with no literal penis involved. JJ responds to  

Seb; 

                                                           
16

 Ibid 
17

 Butler, Judith, ‘Variations on Sex and Gender: Beauvoir, Wittig, Foucault’ 24 
18

 Halberstam, 75 
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“Dick? (she corrects him) Dicks dude! Dykes have dicks!” She laughs amused and proud, and  

continues with “Who wants your one cock fits all?” 

  

The ‘dykes have dicks’ conversation is neatly followed by a literal representation of JJ handling two  

very different dildos, displaying them to her viewers on her ‘youtube’ styled channel. By having two  

different dildos in size, shape and look, JJ proves that dykes have the power to have several ‘dicks’  

not just a limiting male-bodied ‘one cock fits all’. JJ compares and contrasts what she calls the ‘ailen  

dick’ – which is multi-coloured, to her preferred choice of phallus which is the same colour as her  

skin tone; “the one with the veins and shit” which she proclaims to ‘love’.  JJ breaks the 4
th
 wall and  

plays against cinematic realism by addressing the audience head on – as if the filmgoer’s are her  

‘youtube’ viewers. By making a clear choice in picking one dildo over the other, JJ demonstrates her  

privilege of choice regarding her lesbian phallus. JJ’s privilege of choice ‘deprivlidge’s’ the original  

understanding of the phallus by “removing it from the normative heterosexual form of exchange”
19

. JJ  

has the phallus here, in fact, she has two big shiny phalluses in front of her, ten other  

phalluses on her hands, and one in her mouth; her tongue. Theoretically, JJ has access to thirteen  

material lesbian phalluses. JJ has rendered the phallus “transferable, substitutable, plastic”
20

 by  

literally showing us her privileged access to choice of “any size, colour, and even shape”
21

 of phallus.  

In this same sequence JJ looks proudly at her personal choice of lesbian phallus (the big black veiny  

dildo), as if it is her body part. She places it between her legs, as if it’s her penis, attached to herself,  

which technically; it is; it is her lesbian phallus that she has the privilege of attaching and removing  

as she pleases. JJ has given herself a big sturdy lesbian phallus after having choice (unlike  

heterosexual men), reinforcing her power as a masculine woman, she can pick the size, length, girth,  

look of her phallus, she has total control over her own phallus in every way, where as a male bodied  

person does not. JJ crafts her masculinized sexuality onto herself; she has more sexual choice than her  

male bodied counterparts, therefore having more options to sexually please her ‘femme’. 

                                                           
19

 Butler, Judith, ‘The Lesbian Phallus and the Morphological Imaginary’ 170 
20

 Ibid 
21

 Butler. H, 183 
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 Given the above ‘deprivliging’ of the male phallus and ‘reprivliging’ of the phallus amongst women,  

I postulate that rather than women having ‘penis envy’
22

, it makes far more sense for fragile masculine  

males to have a sort of ‘Dildo Envy’. Considering ‘penis envy’ is thought of as a subconscious  

anxiety that little girls have when they realize they do not have a penis, it would make sense that  

males who struggle with anxiety surrounding their impotency and premature ejaculation, feel envy  

and anxiety at an object  specifically made to be a ‘pleasure tool’, that does not become flaccid or  

shrivel up’ and exists ‘to make a woman come, to give her pleasure.’
23

 Why would a lesbian envy  

a phallus that does ‘shrivel up’ and ‘become flaccid’ when they can own a phallus that doesn’t fail  

due to human biology? Surely it makes more sense for a heterosexual male to be envious of a  

‘pleasure tool’ that exceeds the limitations of their own genitals ‘basic physiology’
24

.Dildo Envy isn’t  

simply a focus on what a dildo ‘can and can’t do’; dildo envy extends itself to a supposed ‘danger’ of  

a female bodied person being able to ‘perform’ masculinity successfully, with or without a material  

lesbian phallus. Therefore, dildo envy turns into a hatred of the masculine female, as we see in Stud  

Life when JJ gets attacked by three cis-gendered male thugs. 

 

 The lesbian phallus however, doesn’t solely translate as a dildo, as Butler states, the phallus can be  

‘symbolized by an arm, a tongue’
25

 and many other things. JJ’s lesbian phallus takes many different  

forms such as; fingers, camera, knifes, and her groin area.  In two different sex scenes with Elle, we  

see JJ’s lesbian phalluses. One sex scene shows JJ’s lesbian phallus as a knife, which JJ rubs  

slowly against Elle’s skin; the fear of penetration present, much like a penis. The other sex scene sees  

Elle rub her foot into JJ’s groin area, suggesting sexual stimulation to JJ’s lesbian phallus. JJ then  

picks Elle up and flips her onto her back (demonstrating her masculine strength and dominance) and  

the pair assumes the missionary position (butch on top).  JJ situates herself between Elles legs which  

are spread open; as if Elle is ready for penetration (see fig 2). The missionary sex position that JJ and  

Elle take on suggests a lesbian phallus is present and ready to penetrate Elle. Phantasmatic portrayals  

                                                           
22

 Freud, Sigmund ‘Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality, 1905 
23

 Butler. H, 187 
24

 Butler. H, 187 
25

 Butler. J, 170 
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of the lesbian phallus are further present in other moments in Stud Life; for example in a queer club  

scene a stud and femme dance erotically. The camera begins at the studs groin which backs into the  

behind of the femme woman; the camera then pans up to the pair, revealing their faces. It is the studs  

‘lesbian phallus’(groin area) that the camera lingers on as a starting point. The camera fragmentation  

of this particular studs groin area is a clear indication of her lesbian phallus on her female body, the  

viewer is not exposed to an actual penis or dildo and doesn’t need to be exposed in order understand  

that the stud has a ‘lesbian phallus’, the fragmentation and starting point of the camera situates the  

sexual power in the stud’s groin.  

 

 The framing of JJ’s female masculinity  

 

‘Where sex and gender, biology and gender presentation, fail to match (female body and masculine  

self), where appearance and reality collide (appears masculine and constructs a real masculinity  

where there should be a “real” femininity), this is where the stone butch emerges as viable, powerful  

and affirmative.’
26

 

  

 Although JJ makes a choice to occasionally ‘pack’ and use a dildo in sexual activities her  

masculinity isn’t dependant on phallic signifiers and male body parts. JJ is masculine in many blatant  

ways, such as her clothing, ‘swagger’ and general masculine mannerisms yet her female body doesn’t  

need to be hidden for her to be ‘authentically masculine’. Yes, according to Halberstam, her ‘biology  

and gender presentation, fail to match’, but JJ doesn’t need to hide her female body to create an  

illusion of a male body; her ‘real masculinity’ on her female body ‘emerges as viable, powerful and  

affirmative’. The audience is made fully aware of JJ’s female body, with clips of JJ binding her  

breasts in a montage sequence and in another moment when JJ drapes a towel loosely over her breasts  

(allowing the audience to see some side boob); Stud Life makes no attempt to hide JJ’s  

female body. Campbell X clearly wants the viewer to know that this is a masculine presenting  

female, JJ’s masculinity stays perfectly intact regardless of the viewers awareness of her female  

                                                           
26

 Halberstam, 126 
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biology; JJ’s female body is no burden on her ‘masculine self’.  A powerful example of JJ’s ‘biology  

and gender presentation’ failing to match is when JJ goes to clean her wine stained shirt in a female  

bathroom. A cis-gendered woman exclaims in disgust that JJ is ‘in the wrong loo!’ in which JJ’s  

response is to smirk and proudly open her shirt and reveal her female breasts, which the audience can  

only assume are binded as the camera does not cut to JJ’s breasts. The camera focuses on the ‘reveal’  

of JJ’s binded breasts, close ups of a shocked cis-gendered woman’s face and a smirking JJ, who  

winks flirtaously back at her disapproval. The ‘pass-ability’ of JJ as male-bodied is reinforced by the  

cis-gendered woman’s disapproval, but JJ’s conscious decision to enter the female bathroom rather  

than the male bathroom is a powerful statement. Although JJ can clearly ‘pass as a man’, proved by  

the accusation of being in ‘the wrong loo!’, JJ’s character doesn’t feel the need to ‘be a man’, i.e. have  

or want male genitals, as JJ’s character quite comfortably walks into the female bathroom. By  

entering female bathrooms,  JJ (although highly masculine) doesn’t deny her female biology; this is  

further reinforced by JJ’s frequent use of female homosexual slang words such as  ‘dyke’, ‘lesbian’ or  

‘stud’ to refer to herself. JJ’s femme girlfriend, Elle, also refers to JJ as a ‘stone butch’ – taking JJ  

away from male anatomy and situating her in “a masculinity from within a female embodiment”
27

.  

JJ neither denies nor celebrates her female biology; she does however clearly refuse any association  

with being ‘male-bodied’, as she states to Seb; ‘who wants your one cock fits all’, her refusal of male  

anatomy has no correlation with her masculinity.  Her female masculinity stays in tact with or without  

a phallus, her female masculinity therefore challenges ‘the stability’ of ‘binary sex-gender systems’
28

.   

 

 JJ further challenges the ‘binary sex-gender systems’ during a sequence of montage clips in which JJ  

is masturbating to porn on her laptop. When one thinks of female masturbation, or lesbian  

masturbation, one tends to think (due to the male-gaze of mainstream pornography) of a femme cis- 

gendered woman, spreading her legs, showing the viewer full view of her clitoris and labia whilst she  

rubs herself and penetrates herself, either with fingers or dildos. This is however not the case for JJ,  

her masculinity still remains complete during her self-gratification. JJ is fully clothed and covered by  

a duvet, keeping any female anatomy out of sight. The viewer never sees a pornographic sight of JJ  

                                                           
27

 Halberstam, 138 
28

 Halberstam, 139 
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touching herself, and it is only implied. The way JJ is positioned whilst masturbating is regarded as  

‘typically male’, she has one hand on the laptop watching pornography and the other under the sheet,  

presumably in her boxers. The duvet covers move in an ‘up and down’ motion as if she is stimulating  

a phallus, which technically, she is; 

 

“phallus (in American) […] 2. Anatomy A. the penis or clitoris. B. the undifferentiated embryonic  

tissue that develops into the penis or clitoris.”
29

 

 

  As JJ is a “stone butch”, one can only assume that JJ is stimulating her lesbian phallus (her clitoris),  

as “The “stone” in stone butch refers to a kind of impenetrability”
30

.  JJ also suggests that she likes  

‘cock on her’ and not ‘in her’, so I’m presuming JJ does not receive any penetration. JJ has the  

phallus; the phallus doesn’t go inside JJ. As she glares at her laptop whilst masturbating, the viewer  

cannot see what JJ sees, but we can hear it. The sounds emitting from JJ’s laptop sounds suspiciously  

like ‘straight porn’, as one hears a male orgasm. Campbell X’s choice of ‘straight porn’ rather than  

lesbian porn would suggest that JJ feels her masculine sexuality is more relatable to how a  

heterosexual couple would perform sex rather than typical male-gazed lesbian porn, which tends to be  

unfortunately made for the straight male rather than the stone butch or femme. Here, JJ places herself  

as the male in ‘straight porn’ and by doing so challenges the ‘stability’ of the ‘binary sex system’
31

.  

Interestingly, JJ subverts the ‘male gaze’ in more way than just one, as aforementioned; when one is  

shown female masturbation it is usually an oversexualised pornographic display for the pleasure of  

the male viewer. But female bodied JJ’s self-sexual gratification isn’t exploited for a male gaze; it is  

clear that she is masturbating for her own pleasure and only her own pleasure as the viewer has no  

access to JJ’s female anatomy during her masturbation.  JJ is not ‘woman as spectacle’, rather she  

watches ‘woman as spectacle’
32

, therefore subverting the male-gaze away from her and placing  

herself as “the spectator”
33

 watching porn who, “identifies with the main male protagonist”. JJ  

                                                           
29

 Collins Dictionary https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/phallus(accessed 17
th

 of May 2018) 
30

 Halberstam, 123 
31

 Halberstam, 139 
32

 Mulvey, Laura "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema." in Screen 16.3 (autumn, 1975) 5 
33

 Mulvey, 5 

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/phallus
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therefore creates a ‘lesbian eye’, by destroying any male gaze that could be applied to her  

own‘female’ masturbation and redistributes the ‘gaze’ onto the heterosexual porn stars. JJ is the only  

one with ‘the gaze’ in this sequence even though she is the only character on the screen. JJ is the  

‘bearer of the look’
34

, and the main protagonist in Stud Life, therefore she “controls the film  

phantasy”
35

 as male-bodied character’s typically do in mainstream cinema.  

 

 Throughout the film the camera frequently shows JJ in the company of male bodied people (mostly  

gay men) and in particular in the company of Seb. Campbell X isn’t afraid to show a masculine  

female next to male bodied people(s), this is because the masculinity of the biological men does not  

threaten JJ’s female masculinity, if anything, the close, mid and long shot camera angles of JJ next to  

biological men highlights her masculinity rather than diminishing it. Although Seb has clear male  

signifiers (such as facial hair) JJ’s masculinity appears bolder and isn’t rendered inferior to Seb  

and his facial hair. For example, in a close up shot of JJ’s fingers holding a big, long marijuana  

cigarette, which is a “clear marker of a distinctly phallic power”
36

, it is apparent that JJ’s fingers are  

clearly much bigger than Sebs. JJ’s fingers, or if preferred, her ‘lesbian phallus’s’, are close to the  

camera making them appear larger than Sebs, therefore more typically masculine (see fig 3). Her  

fingers are also fragmented away from her body, the fragmentation of JJ’s body parts perhaps cause a   

‘lesbian eye’ to read JJ’s big, thick fingers sexually. 

  

 In long and mid shots, JJ is always the same height as her male-bodied counterparts, including her  

attackers; she is never fragmented (other than her phallic parts, i.e her groin and fingers) or angled  

smaller and inferior to the males. In a scene filmed outside a queer club, JJ stands next to Seb and  

another gay male character called “Smacker Jack”, JJ is the same height as both men and more thick  

set. She doesn’t lose any of her masculinity next to the biological male characters, in this scene in  

particular, JJ radiates masculinity, and she has a prowess that asserts her as the most dominant out of  

the three characters. She assumes a “masculine mode in all its understatement”
37

, contrastingly to Seb  

                                                           
34

 Ibid 
35

 Ibid 
36

 Halberstam, 186 
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who is far from any masculine modes of ‘understatement’ as he is adorned in bright, typically  

‘feminine’ colours. JJ’s masculinity does the talking, and the walking, as Smacker Jack addresses JJ  

before Seb with a typically assertive ‘male’ handshake (see fig 4).  

 

The threat of female masculinity 

 

 Indeed, one is one’s body from the start, and only thereafter becomes one’s gender. The movement  

from sex to gender is internal to embodied life, a sculpting of the original body into a cultural form.
38

  

 

 The sculpting of the body into a cultural form is something every human undergoes, conscious or  

unconscious, heterosexual or homosexual. The three cis-gendered male thugs that attack JJ in Stud  

Life have also sculpted their original bodies into a cultural form; that being masculinity. JJ’s female  

masculinity threatens their masculine masquerade(s)
39

 by revealing all masculinities and genders to be  

performative and ‘sculpted’. Although perhaps subconscious, this is the root cause of the thug’s  

homophobic attack on JJ. There are two incidences where the three male thugs appear; one where  

both JJ and Seb are present and another where JJ is alone. In the first incidence the thugs approach JJ  

menacingly (completely ignoring Sebs presence), one thug turns his fingers into a gun signifier and  

aims them at JJ’s head, shouting ‘BOOM’. JJ responds to the thug’s phallic threat of a symbolic gun,  

with her own symbolic ‘lesbian phallus’; her camera. JJ immediately starts using her camera to  

photograph the thugs, in which the thugs respond by running away; not wanting their identity  

disclosed. Here, JJ’s camera has phallic power; she penetrates the thugs and their identity with the  

camera lens. In the second incident JJ is alone with the thugs; they back her into a corner shouting  

homophobic remarks. JJ responds to the thugs stating that she hasn’t ‘got no beef’; her voice reveals  

her identity as female bodied and one of the thugs immediately exclaims;  “Swear down, IT (pointing  

the gun fingers in JJ’s face) is a GIRL”. The reveal of JJ as female seems to spark more aggression in  

the thugs as they become more violent and begin physically assaulting JJ. JJ manages to fight them  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
37
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38
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39
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off and run away, but as she runs away we can hear distorted heckling from the thugs that eerily  

sounds like “Im gonna rape you”. 

 

 JJ’s female masculinity threatens the thugs own “masculine masquerade”, the ‘realness’
40

 of JJ’s  

female masculinity isn’t a result of her male body; JJ’s female masculinity discloses the thugs own  

male bodies to be irrelevant to their masculinity. The thugs in the film are obviously ignorant to the  

above theory, but nevertheless they clearly feel threatened and they can’t express why; the threat of  

JJ’s female masculinity ultimately leads to the thugs attacking JJ, as their masculinity feels fragile and  

they need to assert their dominance. The thugs try to reclaim their masculinity by using (what they  

think) is their main masculine signifier; the penis. They threaten JJ with rape, tempting to regain any  

‘lost’ masculinity by using their penis’s as weapons. They wrongly assume that to rape is to regain  

power over JJ, as JJ is in Freudian terms ‘castrated’.  JJ’s ‘castration’ bears no significance on her  

masculine self as the thugs still feel threat from her apparently ‘castrated’ body. The thugs know she  

is without a penis, but they still feel threatened, so they tempt to use their penises to regain power.   

The thugs unknowingly are contradicting themselves; their masculinity feels fragile next to JJ’s  

female masculinity, therefore to assert themselves they go towards violence and rape. JJ’s female  

masculinity comes with no penis, but the threat is still real to the thugs. Why then would it make any  

coherent sense to rape JJ with their penis’s if JJ’s masculine threat has no correlation to her having a  

penis, and the thugs know that. As a result of their own ignorance, the cis-gendered male thugs have  

proved that to be a masculine person doesn’t require having a biological penis.  

 

 Too add salt to the wounded fragile masculinity of the thugs, JJ doesn’t lose any masculinity when  

confronted with their ‘macho’ male bodies. Similar to the mid shot of JJ with Seb and Smacker Jack,  

JJ is again the same height as the thugs, and despite the thugs best efforts JJ’s female  

masculinity stays perfectly intact (see fig 5). The desperate attempts of the thugs ‘masculine  

dominance’ over JJ only reads as a fragile masquerade
41

. Although her face is blooded and bruised,  

JJ’s masculinity remains throughout her attack and the film, proving that “sexism and misogyny are  
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not necessarily part and parcel of masculinity”
42

. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

“current representations of masculinity in white men unfailingly depend on a relatively stable notion  

of the realness and the naturalness of both the male body and its signifying effects”
43

 

  

The fact that masculinity can be read successfully on female bodied characters such as JJ (with or  

without her lesbian phalluses) immediately diminishes the ‘realness’ and ‘naturalness’
44

 of male  

masculinity, destroying the exclusive male-bodied ownership of masculinity and rendering it an  

inclusive gender for any sex to perform. Alternative masculinities, such as Seb’s gay male masculinity  

differ from the dominant white heterosexual masculinity that swarms popular culture; the threat of  

gay masculinity is less of a threat than female masculinity. Gay men still have male bodies,  

females do not. The ‘masculine masquerade’ appears the most ‘fragile’ when a human that has no  

biological male signifiers
45

 successfully embodies a masculine consciousness, performing the gender  

thoroughly. If JJ can have a masculinity that ‘exists on parallel plains’
46

 to a male bodied person, then  

the common belief that masculinity is an innate male trait is a falsity. In society masculinity is thought  

to be a ‘natural linguistic given’
47

 exclusive to the male body, one of the main distinctions of the male  

body in comparison to the female body being the biological penis. However, masculine females, such  

as JJ, with her typical masculine traits that transcend ‘beyond’ her female body prove that having a  

biological penis has nothing to do with being a masculine person.  
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Figure 2. JJ ‘on top’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. JJ ‘packing’ and adjusting her Lesbian Phallus 
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Figure 3. JJ’s fingers (lesbian phalluses) are fragmented from her body and appear much larger than 

Sebs. 

 

Figure 4. JJ remains highly masculine amongst male bodied characters.  
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Figure 5. JJ remains highly masculine when attacked by the male bodied thugs. 
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